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1 INTRODUCTION
CafeOBJ is an executable industrial strength algebraic specification language which
is a modern successor of OBJ and incorporates several new algebraic specification
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paradigms. Its definition is given in [10], a presentation of its logical foundations
can be found in [12], and a presentation of some methodologies developed around
CafeOBJ can be found in [13, 14]. CafeOBJ is intended to be mainly used for
system specification, formal verification of specifications, rapid prototyping, or even
programming.
In the first part of this paper we survey the mathematical foundations of
CafeOBJ, while in the second part we survey some of its methodologies, including
some recent ones.
Let us briefly overview some of CafeOBJ most important features.
1.1 Equational Specification and Programming
Equational specification and programming is inherited from OBJ [23, 16] and con-
stitutes the basis of the language, the other features being somehow built on top
of it. As with OBJ, CafeOBJ is executable (by term rewriting), which gives an
elegant declarative way of functional programming, often referred as algebraic pro-
gramming.1 As with OBJ, CafeOBJ also permits equational specification modulo
several equational theories such as associativity, commutativity, identity, idempo-
tence, and combinations between all these. This feature is reflected at the execution
level by term rewriting modulo such equational theories.
1.2 Behavioural Specification
Behavioural specification [33, 34, 19, 20, 11, 24] provides a generalisation of ordinary
algebraic specification. Behavioural specification characterises how objects (and
systems) behave, not how they are implemented. This new form of abstraction can
be very powerful in the specification and verification of software systems since it
naturally embeds other useful paradigms such as concurrency, object-orientation,
constraints, nondeterminism, etc. (see [20] for details). Behavioural abstraction
is achieved by using specification with hidden sorts and a behavioural concept of
satisfaction based on the idea of indistinguishability of states that are observationally
the same, which also generalises process algebra and transition systems (see [20]).
CafeOBJ behavioural specification paradigm is based on coherent hidden algebra
(abbreviated ‘CHA’) of [11], which is both a simplification and extension of classical
hidden algebra of [20] in several directions, most notably by allowing operations
with multiple hidden sorts in the arity. Coherent hidden algebra comes very close
to the “observational logic” of Bidoit and Hennicker [24].
CafeOBJ directly supports behavioural specification and its proof theory through
special language constructs, such as
• hidden sorts (for states of systems),
1 Although this paradigm may be used as programming, from the applications point of
view, this aspect is secondary to its specification side.
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• behavioural operations (for direct “actions” and “observations” on states of sys-
tems),
• behavioural coherence declarations for (non-behavioural) operations (which may
be either derived (indirect) “observations” or “constructors” on states of sys-
tems), and
• behavioural axioms (stating behavioural satisfaction).
The main behavioural proof method is based on coinduction. In CafeOBJ, coin-
duction can be used either in the classical hidden algebra sense [20] for proving
behavioural equivalence of states of objects, or for proving behavioural transitions
(which appear when applying behavioural abstraction to rewriting logic).
Besides language constructs, CafeOBJ supports behavioural specification and
verification by several methodologies. CafeOBJ currently highlights a methodology
for concurrent object composition which features high reusability not only of speci-
fication code but also of verifications [10, 25]. Behavioural specification in CafeOBJ
may also be effectively used as an object-oriented (state-oriented) alternative for
classical data-oriented specifications. Experiments seem to indicate that an object-
oriented style of specification even of basic data types (such as sets, lists, etc.) may
lead to higher simplicity of code and drastic simplification of verification process [10].
Behavioural specification is reflected at the execution level by the concept of
behavioural rewriting [10, 11] which refines ordinary rewriting with a condition en-
suring the correctness of the use of behavioural equations in proving strict equalities.
1.3 Rewriting Logic Specification
Rewriting logic specification in CafeOBJ is based on a simplified version of
Meseguer’s rewriting logic (abbreviated as ‘RWL’) [27] specification framework for
concurrent systems which gives a non-trivial extension of traditional algebraic spe-
cification towards concurrency. RWL incorporates many different models of con-
currency in a natural, simple, and elegant way, thus giving CafeOBJ a wide range
of applications. Unlike Maude [4], the current CafeOBJ design does not fully sup-
port labelled RWL which permits full reasoning about multiple transitions between
states (or system configurations), but provides proof support for reasoning about
the existence of transitions between states (or configurations) of concurrent systems
via a built-in predicate with dynamic definition encoding into equational logic both
the proof theory of RWL and the user defined transitions (rules). At the level of the
semantics, this amounts to the fact that the CafeOBJ RWL models are preorders
rather than categories. This avoids many of the semantical complications resulting
from the labelled version of RWL.
From a methodological perspective, CafeOBJ develops the use of RWL transi-
tions for specifying and verifying the properties of declarative encoding of algorithms
(see [10]) as well as for specifying and verifying transition systems. The restriction
of RWL to its unlabelled version is also motivated by the fact that RWL plays only
a secondary importance role in CafeOBJ methodologies.
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1.4 Module System
The principles of the CafeOBJ module system are inherited from OBJ which builds
on ideas first realized in the language Clear [2], most notably institutions [17, 15].
CafeOBJ module system features
• several kinds of imports,
• sharing for multiple imports,
• parameterised programming allowing
– multiple parameters,
– views for parameter instantiation,
– integration of CafeOBJ specifications with executable code in a lower level
language,
• module expressions.
However, the concrete design of the language revises the OBJ view on importation
modes and parameters [10].
1.5 Type System and Partiality
CafeOBJ has a type system that allows subtypes based on order sorted algebra (ab-
breviated ‘OSA’) [21, 18]. This provides a mathematically rigorous form of runtime
type checking and error handling, giving CafeOBJ a syntactic flexibility comparable
to that of untyped languages, while preserving all the advantages of strong typing.
CafeOBJ does not directly do partial operations but rather handles them by using
error sorts and a sort membership predicate in the style of membership equational
logic (abbreviated ‘MEL’) [28].
2 INSTITUTIONAL SEMANTICS
Today one of the fundamental principles of algebraic specification research and de-
velopment is that each algebraic specification and programming languge or system
has an underlying logic in which all language constructs can be rigorously defined as
mathematical entities and such that the semantics of specifications or programs is
given by the model theory of this underlying logic. All modern algebraic specifica-
tion languges, including CafeOBJ, follow strictly this principle, other two important
modern algebraic specification languages being Casl [31] and Maude [4].
On the other hand, there is a very big number of algebraic specification languages
in use, some of them tailored to specific classes of applications, hence a large class of
logics underlying algebraic specification languages. However much of the algebraic
specification phenomena is independent of the actual language and its underlying
logic. This potential to do algebraic specification at a general level is realized by
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the theory of institutions [17], which is a categorical abstract model theoretic meta-
theory of logics originally intended for specification and programming, but also very
suitable for model theory [9, 8, 36].
The use of the concept of institution in algebraic specification is manifold:
• It provides a rigorous concept of logic underlying algebraic specification lan-
guages, a logic thus being a mathematical entity.
• It provides a framework for developing basic algebraic specification concepts
and results independently of the actual underlying logic. This leads to greater
conceptual clarity, apropriate uniformity and unity, with the benefit of a simpler
and more efficient top-down approach on algebraic specification theory which
contrasts the conventional bottom-up approach.
• It provides a framework for rigorous translations, encodings, and representations
between algebraic specification systems via various morphism concepts between
institutions.
2.1 Institutions
Institution theory assumes some familiarity with category theory. We generally use
the same notations and terminology as Mac Lane [26], except that composition is
denoted by “;” and written in the diagrammatic order. The application of functions
(functors) to arguments may be written either normally using parentheses, or else
in diagrammatic order without parentheses, or, more rarely, by using subscripts or
superscripts. The category of sets is denoted as Set, and the category of categories2
as Cat. The opposite of a category C is denoted by Cop. The class of objects of
a category C is denoted by |C|; also the set of arrows in C having the object a as
source and the object b as target is denoted as C(a, b).
Definition 1. An institution (Sign, Sen,Mod, |=) consists of
1. a category Sign, whose objects are called signatures,
2. a functor Sen : Sign → Set, giving for each signature a set whose elements are
called sentences over that signature,
3. a functor Mod : Signop → Cat giving for each signature Σ a category whose
objects are called Σ-models, and whose arrows are called Σ-(model) homomor-
phisms, and
4. a relation |=Σ ⊆ |Mod(Σ)| × Sen(Σ) for each Σ ∈ |Sign|, called Σ-satisfaction,
such that for each morphism ϕ : Σ → Σ′ in Sign, the satisfaction condition
M ′ |=Σ′ Sen(ϕ)(e) iff Mod(ϕ)(M
′) |=Σ e
2 We steer clear of any foundational problem related to the “category of all categories”;
several solutions can be found in the literature (see for example [26]).
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holds for each M ′ ∈ |Mod(Σ′)| and e ∈ Sen(Σ). We may denote the reduct functor
Mod(ϕ) by ↾ϕ and the sentence translation Sen(ϕ) simply by ϕ( ). When M =
M ′↾ϕ we say that M
′ is an expansion of M along ϕ.
The signatures of the institution provide the syntactic entities for the speci-
fication language, the models provide possible implementations, the sentences are
formal statements encoding the properties of the implementations, and the satisfac-
tion relation tells when a certain implementation satisfies a certain property.
The institution underlying CafeOBJ is defined in [12].
2.2 Specifications
The concept of CafeOBJ specification is a special case of structured specification
in an arbitary institution instantiated to the CafeOBJ institution. Our institution-
independent structured specifications follows [35], however CafeOBJ specifications
can be constructed by employing only a subset of the specification building opera-
tions defined in [35].3
Definition 2. Given an institution (Sign, Sen,Mod, |=), its structured specifica-
tions (or just specifications for short) are defined from the finite presentations by
iteration of the specification building operators presented below. The semantics of
each specification SP is given by its signature Sig[SP] and its category of models
Mod[SP], where Mod[SP] is a full subcategory of Mod(Sig[SP]).
PRES. Each finite presentation (Σ, E) (i.e. Σ is a signature and E is a finite set of
Σ-sentences) is a specification such that
• Sig[(Σ, E)] = Σ, and
• Mod[(Σ, E)] = Mod(Σ, E).4
UNION. For any specifications SP1 and SP2 such that Sig[SP1] = Sig[SP2] we
can take their union SP1 ∪ SP2 with
• Sig[SP1 ∪ SP2] = Sig[SP1] = Sig[SP2], and
• Mod[SP1 ∪ SP2] = Mod[SP1] ∩Mod[SP2].
TRANS. For any specification SP and and signature morphism ϕ : Sig(SP) → Σ′
we can take its translation along ϕ denoted by SP ⋆ ϕ and such that
• Sig[SP ⋆ ϕ] = Σ′, and
• Mod[SP ⋆ ϕ] = {M ′ ∈ Mod(Σ′) | M ′↾ϕ ∈ Mod[SP]}.
FREE. For any specification SP′ and signature morphism ϕ : Σ → Sig[SP′] we can




CafeOBJ specifications do not involve the “derivation” building operation.
4 Mod(Σ, E) is the subcategory of all Σ-models satisfying all sentences in E.
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• Sig[SP′
ϕ




{M ′ ∈ Mod[SP′] | M ′ strongly persistently βSP′ ;Mod(ϕ)-free }, where βSP′
is the subcategory inclusion Mod[SP′] → Mod(Sig[SP′]).
The strongly persistent freeness property says that for each N ′ ∈ Mod[SP′] and
for each model homomorphism h : M ′↾ϕ → N
′↾ϕ there exists an unique model
homomorphism h′ : M ′ → N ′ such that h′↾ϕ = h.
Definition 3. A specification morphism ϕ : SP1 → SP2 between specifications
SP1 and SP2 is a signature morphism ϕ : Sig[SP1] → Sig[SP2] such that M↾ϕ ∈
Mod[SP1] for each M ∈ Mod[SP2].
Specifications and their morphisms form a category Spec.
With the exception of ‘including’ or ‘using’ imports (see [10]), any CafeOBJ
specification construct can be reduced to the kernel specification building language
of Definition 2. In the case of initial denotations, ‘including’ and ‘using’ imports
can be included by adding corresponding variants of the building operation FREE.
For example, CafeOBJ imports correspond to specification inclusions (a simple
import can be obtained as union (UNION) between a structured specification and
a presentation (PRES)), module parameters to specification injections, ‘views’ to ar-
bitrary specification morphisms, parameter instantiations to specification pushouts
(obtained by translations (TRANS) and union (UNION)), modules with initial de-
notation are obtained as free specifications (FREE), etc.
3 THE CAFEOBJ INSTITUTION
3.1 Grothendieck Institutions
3.1.1 Institution Morphisms
CafeOBJ is a multi-logic language. This means that different features of CafeOBJ
require different underlying institutions. For example, behavioural specification has
coherent hidden algebra [11] as underlying institution, while rewriting logic speci-
fication has rewriting logic as underlying institution. Both institutions are in fact
extensions of the more conventional equational logic institution. On the other hand,
they can be combined to ‘coherent hidden rewriting logic’ which extends both of
them. Other features of CafeOBJ require other institutions. Therefore, consequently
to its multi-logic aspect, CafeOBJ involves a system of institutions and extension
relationships between them rather than a single institution.
The solution to the multi-logic aspect of CafeOBJ is given by the concept of
Grothendieck institution which flattens the underlying system of institutions to
a single institution in which the flattened components still retain their identity.
Grothendieck institutions have been invented in [7], but their spirit already ap-
peared in [5], and although initially motivated by CafeOBJ semantics, they provide
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the solution for the semantics of any multi-logic language. For example, CASL,
when used together with its extensions, has also adopted Grothendieck institutions
as its semantics [29].
Institution morphism [17] provide the necessary concept for relating different
institutions:
Definition 4. An institution morphism
(Φ, α, β) : (Sign′, Sen′,Mod′, |=′) → (Sign, Sen,Mod, |=) consists of
1. a functor Φ : Sign′ → Sign,
2. a natural transformation α : Φ; Sen ⇒ Sen′, and
3. a natural transformation β : Mod′ ⇒ Φop;Mod
such that for any signature Σ′ the following satisfaction condition holds
M ′ |=′Σ′ αΣ′(e) iff βΣ′(M
′) |=Σ′Φ e
for any model M ′ ∈ Mod′(Σ′) and any sentence e ∈ Sen(Σ′Φ).
An adjoint institution morphism is an institution morphism such that the func-
tor Φ : Sign′ → Sign has a left adjoint.5
The institutions and their morphisms with the obvious composition form a ca-
tegory denoted Ins.
This type of structure preserving institution mapping, introduced already in the
seminal paper [17], has a forgetful flavour in that it maps from a “richer” institution
to a“poorer” institution. The dual concept of institution mapping, called comor-
phism [22] in which the mapping between the categories of signatures is reversed,
can be interpreted in the actual examples as embedding a “poorer” institution into
a “richer” one. Any adjunction between the categories of signatures determines
a ‘duality’ pair of institution morphism and institution comorphism; this has been
observed first time in [38] and [1]. Below we may notice that all institution mor-
phisms involved in the semantics of CafeOBJ are adjoint.
3.1.2 Indexed Institutions
Let us now recall the concept of indexed category [32]. A good reference for indexed
categories also discussing applications to algebraic specification theory is [37]. An
indexed category [37] is a functor B : Iop → Cat; sometimes we denote B(i) as Bi
(or Bi) for an index i ∈ |I | and B(u) as Bu for an index morphism u ∈ I . The
following ‘flattening’ construction providing the canonical fibration associated to an
indexed category is known under the name of the Grothendieck construction, and
plays an important role in mathematics. Given an indexed category B : Iop → Cat,
let B♯ be the Grothendieck category having 〈i, Σ〉, with i ∈ |I | and Σ ∈ |Bi|, as
5 Adjoint institution morphisms have been previously called ‘embedding’ institution
morphisms in [5] and [7].
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objects and 〈u, ϕ〉 : 〈i, Σ〉 → 〈i′, Σ′〉, with u ∈ I(i, i′) and ϕ : Σ → Σ′Bu, as arrows.
The composition of arrows in B♯ is defined by 〈u, ϕ〉; 〈u′, ϕ′〉 = 〈u;u′, ϕ;(ϕ′Bu)〉.
Indexed institutions [7] extend indexed categories to institutions.
Definition 5. Given a category I of indices, an indexed institution J is a functor
J : Iop → Ins.
For each index i ∈ |I | let us denote the institution J i by (Signi,Modi, Seni, |=i)
and for each index morphism u ∈ I let us denote the institution morphism J u by
(Φu, αu, βu).
3.1.3 Grothendieck Institutions
Grothendieck institutions [7] extend the flattening Grothendieck construction from
indexed categories to indexed institutions.
Definition 6. The Grothendieck institution J ♯ of an indexed institution J : Iop →
Ins is defined as follows:
1. its category of signatures Sign♯ is the Grothendieck category of the indexed
category of signatures Sign : Iop → Cat of the indexed institution J ,
2. its model functor Mod♯ : (Sign♯)op → Cat is given by
• Mod♯(〈i, Σ〉) = Modi(Σ) for each index i ∈ |I | and signature Σ ∈ |Signi|,
and
• Mod♯(〈u, ϕ〉) = βuΣ′ ;Mod
i(ϕ) for each 〈u, ϕ〉 : 〈i, Σ〉 → 〈i′, Σ′〉,
3. its sentence functor Sen♯ : Sign♯ → Set is given by
• Sen♯(〈i, Σ〉) = Seni(Σ) for each index i ∈ |I | and signature Σ ∈ |Signi|, and
• Sen♯(〈u, ϕ〉) = Seni(ϕ);αuΣ′ for each 〈u, ϕ〉 : 〈i, Σ〉 → 〈i
′, Σ′〉,
4. M |=♯〈i,Σ〉 e iff M |=
i
Σ e for each index i ∈ |I |, signature Σ ∈ |Sign
i|, model
M ∈ |Mod♯(〈i, Σ〉)|, and sentence e ∈ Sen♯(〈i, Σ〉).
By the satisfaction condition of the institution J i for each index i ∈ |I | and the
satisfaction condition of the institutionmorphism J u for each index morphism u ∈ I :
Proposition 1. J ♯ is an institution and for each index i ∈ |I |, there exists a cano-
nical institution morphism (Φi, αi, βi) : J i → J ♯ mapping any signature Σ ∈ |Signi|
to 〈i, Σ〉 ∈ |Sign♯| and such that the components of αi and βi are identities.
By [5, 7], under adequate conditions, the important properties of institutions
(including theory colimits, free construction, called liberality, model amalgamation,
called exactness, inclusion systems) can be ‘globalized’ from the components of the
indexed institution to the Grothendieck institution.
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If one replaces institution morphisms to institution comorphisms, one can define
the so-called ‘comorphism-based’ Grothendieck institutions [30]. When the institu-
tion morphisms of the indexed institution are adjoint, the Grothendieck institution
and the corresponding comorphism-based Grothendieck institution are isomorphic.
It will be easy to notice that this actually happens in the case of CafeOBJ.
3.2 The CafeOBJ Cube
Now we are ready to define the actual CafeOBJ institution as the Grothendieck
institution of the indexed institution below, called the CafeOBJ cube. (The actual
CafeOBJ cube consists of the full arrows, the dotted arrows denote the morphisms













S = sorted 
RWL = rewriting logic
The details of the institutions of the CafeOBJ cube can be found in [12]. Below
we present them briefly.
The institution MSA of many-sorted algebra has the so-called ‘algebraic signa-
tures’ (consisting of sets of sort symbols and sorted function symbols) as signatures,
algebras interpreting the sort symbols as sets and the function symbols as func-
tions, and (possibly conditional) universally quantified equations as sentences. The
satisfaction between algebras and equations is the standard Tarskian satisfaction.
As in other algebraic specification languages, conditions of equations are encoded
as Boolean-values terms, hence in reality MSA should be thought as a constraint
equational logic in the sense of [6]. Alternatively, one may adopt membership equa-
tional logic [28] as the base equational logic institution.
OSA extends the MSA institution with order sortedness such that the set of
sorts of a signature is a partially ordered set rather than a discrete set, and alge-
bras interpret the subsort relationship as set inclusion. The forgetful institution
morphism from OSA to MSA just forgets the order sortedness.
The institution RWL has the same signatures as MSA but the models interpret
the sort symbols as preorders and the function symbols as preorder functors (i.e.
functors between preorders). Besides equations, RWL has other sentences too, the
so-called ‘transitions’ which can be regarded as of one-directional equations not
obeying the symmetry rule. Their satisfaction by the models is determined by the
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preorder relation between the interpretation of the terms of the transition. The
forgetful institution morphism from RWL to MSA essentially forgets the preorder
relationship between the elements of models.
Signatures of the institution HA of ‘coherent hidden algebra’ [11] are special
MSA signatures in which the set of sort symbols is divided into ‘visible’ sorts for
the data and ‘hidden sorts’ for states (of abstract machines) and we mark a sub-
set of the function symbols as ‘behavioural’. Behavioural function symbols must
have exactly one hidden sort in the arity. Besides ordinary strict equations, HA has
also ‘behavioural equations’ and ‘coherence declarations’. An algebra satisfies a be-
havioural equation when all strings of applications of behavioural functions to the
interpretation of the sides of the equation give the same results in the visible sorts.
Coherence declarations can be regarded as just abbreviations for a special type of
conditional behavioural equations (see [11, 12] for details). There is a forgetful in-
stitution morphism from HA to MSA forgetting the distinction between visibile and
hidden.
These extensions of MSA towards three different paradigms can be all combined
into HOSRWL (see [12] for details). All institutions of the CafeOBJ cube can be
seen as sub-institution of HOSRWL by the adjoint comorphisms corresponding to
the forgetful institution morphisms.
Various extensions of CafeOBJ can be further considered by transforming the
CafeOBJ cube into a ‘hyper-cube’ and by flattening it to a Grothendieck institution.
Some comparison between CafeOBJ on one hand, and CASL and Maude on the
other hand, two efforts very close to CafeOBJ, can be made at the level of their
underlying institutions. Maude is based on labelled rewriting logic, built on top of
membership equational logic, while CASL is based on order sorted partial first order
logic.
3.3 Proof Calculus
The proof calculus of CafeOBJ is obtained by flattening the ‘indexed’ proof calculus
corresponding to the CafeOBJ cube, consisting of well known proof calculi for each of
the CafeOBJ institutions. Recall that while the equational and rewriting logic proof
calculi are sound and complete, the behavioural proof calculus is only sound [3]. It
is rather easy to remark that by falttening, the soundness and the completeness of
the proof calculus can be ‘globalized’ from the components of the indexed logic to
the Grothendieck logic.
4 DESCRIPTION AND VERIFICATION OF DATA TYPES
Data types are described in terms of initial algebra [42]. In this section, three data
types are used to explain how to describe data types and how to verify lemmas on
the data types. Each of the data types is declared in one module. The data types are
process IDs, labels and queues. The three data types are used in the next section,
where we discuss a mutual exclusion program using a queue.
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Suppose that we need an arbitrary number of process IDs instead of a fixed
number of specific process IDs. Therefore, process IDs are declared as follows:
mod* PID {
[Pid]
op _=_ : Pid Pid -Bool {comm}
var I : Pid
eq (I = I) = true .
}
The module denotes an arbitrary set of process IDs, which is designated by keyword
mod*. The keyword indicates that the module is a loose semantics declaration,
meaning an arbitrary model (implementation) that respects all requirements written
in the module.
Labels are the names given to atomic commands in the program. We need three
specific labels, which are l1, l2 and cs. Therefore, labels are declared as follows:
mod! LABEL {
[Label]
ops l1 l2 cs : -Label
op _=_ : Label Label -Bool {comm}
var L : Label
eq (L = L) = true .
eq (l1 = l2) = false .
eq (l1 = cs) = false .
eq (l2 = cs) = false .
}
The module denotes the exact three labels, which is designated by keyword mod!.
The keyword indicates that the module is a tight (initial) semantics declaration,
meaning the smallest model (implementation) that respect all requirements written
in the module.
Queues of arbitrary data types are defined, instead of those of a specific data
type. Such queues are declared in a parameterized module. Therefore, we need to
declare a module that is used as a formal parameter of the parameterized module.
The module is declared as follows:
mod* EQTRIV {
[Elt]
op _=_ : Elt Elt -Bool {comm}
}
The formal parameter indicates the constraint of actual parameters with which
the parameterized module is instantiated, but does not indicate a specific module.
Therefore, module EQTRIV should be interpreted by loose semantics.
Then, the parameterized module is declared as follows:
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mod! QUEUE (D :: EQTRIV) {
[Queue]
op empty : -Queue
op __ : Elt.D Queue -Queue
op put : Queue Elt.D -Queue
op get : Queue -Queue
op top : Queue -Elt.D
op empty? : Queue -Bool
op _\in_ : Elt.D Queue -Bool
var Q : Queue
vars X Y : Elt.D
eq put(empty,X) = X empty .
eq put((Y Q),X) = Y put(Q,X) .
eq get(empty) = empty .
eq get((X Q)) = Q .
eq top((X Q)) = X .
eq empty?(empty) = true .
eq empty?((X Q)) = false .
eq X \in empty = false .
eq X \in (X Q) = true .
ceq X \in (Y Q) = X \in Q if not(X = Y) .
}
Constant empty and juxtaposition operator __ are the constructors of queues. We
want queues to be made from these two constructors only. Therefore, module QUEUE
should be interpreted by tight semantics.
Besides, in the next section, we need lemmas on queues, which are as follows:
Lemma 1 (of queues). For any q : Queue and any x, y : Elt.D,
(not empty?(q) and top(q) = x) implies (top(put(q, y)) = x) , (1)
not empty?(put(q, x)) , (2)
empty?(q) implies (not x \in q) , (3)
x \in put(q, x) , (4)
(x \in q) implies (x \in put(q, y)) . (5)
The first three are proved by case analyses only, and the remaining by structural
induction on queues. All proofs are done by writing proof scores in CafeOBJ. Proof
scores of (1) and (5) are shown in this paper.
In a module, say LEMMA, operators lemma1 and lemma5 are declared as follows:
op lemma1 : Queue Elt.D Elt.D -Bool
op lemma5 : Queue Elt.D Elt.D -Bool
Equations that let lemma1 and lemma5 denote (1) and (5) are declared as follows:
eq lemma1(Q,X,Y) = (not empty?(Q) and top(Q) =
X implies top(put(Q,Y)) = X) . eq lemma5(Q,X,Y) =
(X \in Q implies X \in put(Q,Y)) .
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where Q, X and Y are CafeOBJ variables for Queue, Elt.D and Elt.D, respectively.
In module LEMMA, three constants are also declared as follows:
op q : -Queue
ops x y : -Elt.D
Constant q is used to denote an arbitrary Queue, and constants x and y to denote
an arbitrary Elt.D in proof scores. The case can be split into multiple ones by
declaring equations on these constants in proof scores. Let us consider that the case
is split into two: one where q is empty, and the other where q is not. The former
can be denoted by declaring the following equation:
eq q = empty .
The latter can be denoted by declaring the following equation:
eq (q = empty) = false .
There is another way of denoting the latter. To do this, two more constants that
also denote arbitrary objects should be declared as follows:
op z : -Elt.D
op qq : -Queue
Then, the latter can be denoted by declaring the following equation:
eq q = z qq .
Moreover, the latter can be split into two more: one where z equals x, and the other
where z does not. This case split can be done by declaring the following equations,
each equation for each case:
eq z = x . eq (z = x) = false .
It is time that you could read the proof scores of (1) and (5). The proof score
of (1) is as follows:
open LEMMA -- Case 1
eq q = empty .
red lemma1(q,x,y) .
close
open LEMMA -- Case 2
op z : -Elt.D .
op qq : -Queue .
eq q = z qq .
red lemma1(q,x,y) .
close
Command red reduces a given term by regarding declared equations as left-to-right
rewrite rules. In either case, we expect the given term to be reduced to true, and
it is actually done.
The proof score of (5) is as follows:
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open LEMMA -- Base case
eq q = empty .
red lemma5(q,x,y) .
close
open LEMMA -- Inductive case 1
op z : -Elt.D .
op qq : -Queue .
eq q = z qq .
eq z = x .
red lemma5(q,x,y) .
close
open LEMMA -- Inductive case 2
op z : -Elt.D .
op qq : -Queue .
eq q = z qq .
eq (z = x) = false .
red lemma5(qq,x,y) implies lemma5(q,x,y) .
close
The term lemma5(qq,x,y) denotes the inductive hypothesis.
Proof scores of (2), (3) and (4) can be written in a similar way. Once we prove
these lemmas, we can declare them as equations in module QUEUE. The equations
are as follows:
ceq (top(put(Q,Y)) = X) = true if not empty?(Q) and top(Q) = X .
eq empty?(put(Q,X)) = false .
ceq X \in Q = false if empty?(Q) .
eq X \in put(Q,X) = true .
ceq X \in put(Q,Y) = true if X \in Q .
which correspond to (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5), respectively.
Notes on equality between terms. CafeOBJ provides built-in equality operator
_==_. Given two terms s and t which sorts are the same, s == t is reduced to true if
the results of reducing the two terms are the same, and to false otherwise, even if the
two terms might denote the same data. If you are confident that your specification
is confluent, it might be safe to use _==_. Besides, if _==_ is used, more case split
should be done. Suppose that two constants are used in a proof score, which are
declared as follows:
ops x y : -Elt.D
In the proof score, x is treated as different from y if _==_ is used, provided that
no equations on x and y such as (eq x = y .) are declared. Therefore, we should
consider another case where x equals y. If user-defined operator _=_, instead of
_==_, is used as in this section, x and y are treated as a completely arbitrary Elt.D,
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namely that x may be the same as y or different from y, provided that no equations
on x and y are declared.
5 DESCRIPTION AND VERIFICATION OF ABSTRACT MACHINES
Abstract machines are described in terms of coherent hidden algebra [11]. In this
section, a system in which multiple processes execute a parallel program is used
to explain how to describe abstract machines and how to verify that they have
properties. The program supposedly solves the mutual exclusion problem, namely
that it allows at most one process to enter the critical section, where resources such
as I/O devises that have to be accessed by at most one process at any given time
are used. The parallel program for process i is as follows:
l1: put(queue,i)
l2: repeat until top(queue) = i
Critical Section
cs: get(queue).
Process i repeatedly executes this program, namely if the process at label cs executes
get(queue), it moves to label l1. queue is a queue of process IDs, which is shared by
all processes. Process ID i is put into the queue at the end by put(queue,i), and the
top of the queue is obtained and deleted by top(queue) and get(queue), respectively.
These operations are supposed to be done atomically. Besides, each iteration of the
loop at label l2 is also supposed to be atomic.
5.1 Observational Transition Systems
The system under consideration is modeled in terms of a restricted type of coherent
hidden algebra, which is called observational transition systems, or OTSs. OTSs are
affected by UNITY [40].
We assume that there exists a universal state space called Υ. We also suppose
that each data type used has been defined beforehand, including the equivalence
between two data values v1, v2 denoted by v1 = v2. An OTS S = 〈O, I, T 〉 consists
of:
• O : A set of observable values. Each o ∈ O is a function o : Υ → D, where D
is a data type and may be different for each observable value. Given an OTS
S and two states υ1, υ2 ∈ Υ, the equivalence between two states, denoted by
υ1 =S υ2, w.r.t. S is defined as υ1 =S υ2
def
= ∀o ∈ O.o(υ1) = o(υ2).
• I : The set of initial states such that I ⊂ Υ.
• T : A set of conditional transition rules. Each τ ∈ T is a function τ : Υ/=S →
Υ/=S on equivalence classes of Υ w.r.t. =S . Let τ(υ) be the representative
element of τ([υ]) for each υ ∈ Υ and it is called the successor state of υ w.r.t. τ .
The condition cτ for a transition rule τ ∈ T , which is a predicate on states, is
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called the effective condition. The effective condition is supposed to satisfy the
following requirement: given a state υ ∈ Υ, if cτ is false in υ, namely τ is not
effective in υ, then υ =S τ(υ).
An OTS is described in CafeOBJ. Observable values are denoted by CafeOBJ ob-
servations, and transition rules by CafeOBJ actions.
An execution of S is an infinite sequence υ0, υ1, . . . of states satisfying:
• Initiation : υ0 ∈ I.
• Consecution : For each i ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, υi+1 =S τ(υi) for some τ ∈ T .
A state is called reachable w.r.t. S iff it appears in an execution of S. Let RS be
the set of all the reachable states w.r.t. S.




= (∀υ ∈ I. p(υ)) ∧ (∀υ ∈ RS .∀τ ∈ T .(p(υ) ⇒ p(τ(υ)))) ,
which means that predicate p is true in any reachable state of S. Let x be all free
variables except for one for states in p. We suppose that invariant p is interpreted as
∀x.(invariantp) in this paper.
5.2 Description of the System
Two kinds of observable values and three kinds of transition rules are used to model
the system under consideration, which are as follows:
• Observable values
– queue denotes the queue shared by all processes, which is initially empty;
– pci (i ∈ Pid) denotes the label of a command that process i will execute
next, which is initially l1.
• Transition rules
– wanti (i ∈ Pid) denotes the command corresponding to label l1;
– tryi (i ∈ Pid) denotes the command corresponding to label l2;
– exiti (i ∈ Pid ) denotes the command corresponding to label cs.
Pid is a set of process IDs.
The OTS modeling the system is described in module QLOCK, which imports
modules LABEL, PID and QUEUE(PID). QUEUE(PID) is the module that is QUEUE
instantiated with PID. The signature of QLOCK is as follows:
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*[Sys]*
-- any initial state
op init : -Sys
-- observations
bop pc : Sys Pid -Label
bop queue : Sys -Queue
-- actions
bop want : Sys Pid -Sys
bop try : Sys Pid -Sys
bop exit : Sys Pid -Sys
The state space Υ is represented by hidden sort Sys, observable values queue and
pci by observations queue and pc, respectively, and transition rules wanti, tryi and
exiti by actions want, try and exit, respectively. Constant init denotes any initial
state of the OTS.
Equations defining the three actions show, where S is a CafeOBJ variable for Sys,
and I and J for Pid. Action want is defined with equations as follows:
op c-want : Sys Pid -Bool
eq c-want(S,I) = (pc(S,I) = l1) .
--
ceq pc(want(S,I),J) = (if I = J then l2 else pc(S,J) fi)
if c-want(S,I) .
ceq queue(want(S,I)) = put(queue(S),I)
if c-want(S,I) .
ceq want(S,I) = S
if not c-want(S,I) .
Operator c-want denotes the effective condition of transition rule wanti.
Action try is defined with equations as follows:
op c-try : Sys Pid -Bool
eq c-try(S,I) = (pc(S,I) = l2 and top(queue(S)) = I) .
--
ceq pc(try(S,I),J) = (if I = J then cs else pc(S,J) fi)
if c-try(S,I) .
eq queue(try(S,I)) = queue(S) .
ceq try(S,I) = S
if not c-try(S,I) .
Operator c-try denotes the effective condition of transition rule tryi.
Action exit is defined with equations as follows:
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op c-exit : Sys Pid -Bool
eq c-exit(S,I) = (pc(S,I) = cs) .
--
ceq pc(exit(S,I),J) = (if I = J then l1 else pc(S,J) fi)
if c-exit(S,I) .
ceq queue(exit(S,I)) = get(queue(S))
if c-exit(S,I) .
ceq exit(S,I) = S
if not c-exit(S,I) .
Operator c-exit denotes the effective condition of transition rule exiti.
5.3 Verification of the System
We verify that the system under consideration has the following invariant:
Claim 1 (Mutual Exclusion).
invariant (pc(s, i) = cs and pc(s, j) = cs implies i = j) . (1)
This invariant means that at most one process can executes the critical section at
any given time. To prove the invariant, we need three more invariants, which are as
follows:
Claim 2.
invariant (pc(s, i) = cs implies top(queue(s)) = i) , (2)
invariant (pc(s, i) = l2 or pc(s, i) = cs implies not empty?(queue(s))) , (3)
invariant (pc(s, i) = l2 implies i \in queue(s)) . (4)
5.3.1 How to Construct Proof Scores
We briefly describe how to construct proof scores of invariants [49]. Suppose that all
predicates and action operators takes only states as their arguments for simplicity.
Invariants are often proved by induction on the number of transition rules applied.
Suppose that we prove that the system has “invariant p1(s)” by induction on the
number of transition rules applied, where s is a free variable for states.
It is often impossible to prove invariant p1(s) alone. Suppose that it is possible
to prove invariant p1(s) together with n − 1 other predicates. Let the n − 1 other
predicates be p2(s), . . . , pn(s). That is, we prove invariant p1(s) ∧ . . . ∧ pn(s). Let
p(s) be p1(s) ∧ . . . ∧ pn(s).
Let us consider an inductive case in which it is shown that any transition rule
denoted by CafeOBJ action operator a preserves p(s). To this end, it is sufficient
to show p(s) ⇒ p(a(s)). This formula can be proved compositionally. The proof of
the formula is equivalent to the proofs of the n formulas:
p(s) ⇒ p1(a(s)),
...
p(s) ⇒ pn(a(s)) .
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pn(s) ⇒ pn(a(s)) .
But, some of them may not be proved because their inductive hypotheses are too
weak. Let pi(s) ⇒ pi(a(s)), where 0 ≤ i ≤ n, be one of such formulas. Let SIH i be
a formula that is sufficient to strengthen the inductive hypothesis pi(s). SIH i can
be pi1(s) ∧ . . . ∧ pik , where 1 ≤ i1, . . . , ik ≤ n. Then, all we have to do is to prove
(SIH i ∧ pi(s)) ⇒ pi(a(s)).
Besides, we may have to split the case into muptiple subcases in order to
prove (SIH i ∧ pi(s)) ⇒ pi(a(s)). Suppose that the case is split into l subcases.
The l subcases are denoted by l formulars case i1, . . . , case
i
l, which should satisfy
(case i1 ∨ . . . ∨ case
i
l) = true. Then, the proof can be replaced with the l formulas:
(case i1 ∧ SIH i ∧ pi(s)) ⇒ pi(a(s)),
...
(case il ∧ SIH i ∧ pi(s)) ⇒ pi(a(s)),
SIH i may not be needed for some subcases.
Proof scores of invariants are based what has been discussed. Let us consider
that we write proof scores of the n invariants discussed. We first write a module,
say INV, where pi(s) (i = 1, . . . , n) is expressed as a CafeOBJ term as follows:
op inv1 : H -Bool
· · ·
op invn : H -Bool
eq inv1(S) = p1(S) .
· · ·
eq invn(S) = pn(S) .
where H is a hidden sort and S is a CafeOBJ variable for H. Term pi(S) (i = 1, . . . , n)
denotes pi(s).
We are going to mainly describe the proof of the ith invariant. Let init denote
any initial state of the system. To show that pi(s) holds in any initial state, the




We next write a module, say ISTEP, where two constants s, s′ are declared,
denoting any state and the successor state after applying a transition rule in the
state, and the predicates to prove in each inductive case are expressed as a CafeOBJ
term as follows:
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op istep1 : -Bool
· · ·
op istepn : -Bool
eq istep1 = inv1(s) implies inv1(s
′) .
· · ·
eq istepn = invn(s) implies invn(s
′) .
In each inductive case, the case is usually split into multiple subcases. Suppose
that we prove that any transition rule denoted by CafeOBJ action operator a pre-
serves pi(s). As described, the case is supposed to be split into the l subcases
case i1, . . . , case
i
l. Then, the CafeOBJ code showing that the transition rule preserves
pi(s) for case
i
j (j = 1, . . . , l) looks like this:
open ISTEP
Declare constants denoting arbitrary objects.
Declare equations denoting caseij .
Declare equations denoting facts if necessary.
eq s′ = a(s) .
red istepi .
close
Constants may be declared for denoting arbitrary objects. Equations are used to
express case ij . If necessary, equations denoting facts about data structures used, etc.
may be declared as well. The equation with s′ as its left-hand side specifies that s′
denotes the successor state after applying the transition rule denoted by a in the
state denoted by s.
If istepi is reduced to true, it is shown that the transition rule preserves pi(s)
in this case. Otherwise, we may have to strengthen the inductive hypothesis in the
way described. Let SIHi be the term denoting SIH i. Then, instead of istepi, we
reduce the term (SIHi and invi(s)) implies invi(s
′), or SIHi implies istepi .
The way to construct proof scores can be also applied to proofs of data types.
5.3.2 Proof Scores
We partly show the proof of invariant (1). In module INV, the following operator is
declared and defined:
op inv1 : Sys Pid Pid -Bool
eq inv1(S,I,J) = (pc(S,I) = cs and pc(S,J) = cs implies I = J) .
In the module, constants i and j for Pid are declared.
In module ISTEP, the following operator denoting the predicate to prove in each
inductive case is declared and defined:
op istep1 : Pid Pid -Bool
eq istep1(I,J) = inv1(s,I,J) implies inv1(s’,I,J) .
Let us consider the inductive case where we show that any transition rule denoted
by action try preserves the predicate of invariant (1). We use constant k for Pid,
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which is used as the second argument of try. In this inductive case, the state space
is split into five sub-spaces, which is shown as follows:
1 i = k j = k
2 c-try(s,k) not(j = k)
3 not(i = k) j = k
4 not(j = k)
5 not c-try(s,k)
Each case is denoted by the predicate obtained by connecting ones appearing in the
row with conjunction.
In this paper, the proof score of case 2 is shown, which is as follows:
open ISTEP
-- arbitrary objects
op k : -Pid .
-- assumptions
-- eq c-try(s,k) = true .
eq pc(s,k) = l2 .
eq top(queue(s)) = k .
--
eq i = k .
eq (j = k) = false .
-- successor state
eq s’ = try(s,k) .
-- check if the predicate is true.
red inv2(s,j) implies istep1(i,j) .
close
In this proof score, invariant (2) is used to strengthen the inductive hypothesis
denoted by inv1(s,i,j).
5.3.3 Remarks
Although the invariants discussed in this section do not seem worth verifying just
because they seem trivial, the same method with which they are verified can be
applied to non-trivial problems such that distributed systems and security proto-
cols have more interesting properties [44, 45, 46, 47]. It is worth stating that we
found that 2KP and 3KP electronic payment protocols [39] do not have a desired
property [48] while we were trying to verify it with the method described in this
section.
OTSs can be extended to deal with time constraints [41, 43].
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